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Quotation from the Mishnah

about imminent judgment and
By three things the world is sustained:
divine deliverance. The Essenes
by the law (Torah),
are never mentioned in the New
by the temple-service,
Testament, and there is no sure
and by deeds of loving-kindness.
indication that any New Testa—Mishnah, Avot 1:2
ment figure knew about them
or had any contact with them.
Jacob Neusner, The Mishnah: A New Translation (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1988).
Nevertheless, scholars like to
compare and contrast Essene
beliefs and practices with those
of Christianity. In particular, John the Baptist has been evaluated in this light:
like the Essenes, he lived in the wilderness, called for radical repentance, and
baptized people. It is impossible to know for sure, but most scholars today find
no direct evidence to suggest that John was an Essene (or had ever been one),
but he may have been influenced by some of their ideas.
Zealots
The Zealots were radical anti-Roman Jews who advocated armed rebellion
against the Roman forces. Their numbers included the sicarii, knife-wielding
assassins who mingled in with crowds and stabbed Jews suspected of collaborating with the Romans. Ultimately, the Zealots and their sympathizers
would be responsible for leading the Jews into a disastrous war against Rome
in 66–73 CE. They probably are not mentioned in the New Testament itself,
though one of Jesus’s disciples was called “Simon the Zealot” (the term could
simply mean “Simon the zealous one”). The Zealots may not have appeared as
an organized force in Palestine until a few years after the time of Jesus.
Herodians
The Herodians were a political coalition of Jews who supported the family
and dynasty of Herod, which included many Roman leaders who ruled various
areas of Palestine at various times. In the New Testament they are mentioned
as collaborating with Pharisees to trip up Jesus politically and to establish
grounds for having him banished or destroyed (see Mark 3:6; 12:13).
Samaritans
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The Samaritans lived primarily in Samaria, the region situated between Judea
(where Jerusalem was) and Galilee (where Jesus lived and conducted most of his
ministry; see map 1.2). They claimed that they were the true Israel (descendants
of the “lost” tribes taken into Assyrian captivity around 722 BCE) and that the
New Testament Background
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